1 THE SPHERE OF KETHER

The Crown

All that Is; the Breath of That which Is Not

The Source of Energy from the Infinite Unmanifest

The First "Motion"

God the Creator

That from Which we come, and to Which we shall return.

Symbols: Crown, Point, Swastica

Planet: Pluto

Color: White

Of the Thirty-Two Paths of Wisdom the First is known as the Admirable or Hidden Intelligence. In Kether is the Divine White Brilliance, the scintillation and coruscation of the Divine Glory-- that light which lights the universe-- that light which surpasses the glory of the Sun and beside which the light of mortals is but darkness, and concerning which it is not fitting that we should speak more fully. The Sphere of its Operation is called Rashith ha-Gilgalim, the beginning of whirling, the Primum Mobile or First Mover, which bestows the gift of life in all things and fills the whole Universe. And Eheieh is the name of the Divine Essence in Kether; and its Archangel is Metatron, the Prince of Countenances, he who brings forth others before the face of God. The name of its order of Angels is called Chaioth ha-qadesh, the Holy Living Creatures which are also called the Order of Seraphim.